Ref: GCOERC/2016-17/2104

Date: 28/06/2016

To,
The Chairman
Fee Regulating Authority
Room No.305, 3rd Floor,
Government Polytechnic Building,
49, Kherwadi, Ali Yawar Jung Marg,
Bandra (East), Mumbai 400 051.

Sub: Submission of proposal for Fee Fixation for the Academic Year 2016-2017

Guru Gobind Singh College Of Engineering & Research Centre, Nashik.
DTE Code: EN 5418

Ref.: Fee Regulating Authority’s Minutes of Meeting (H&T) dated 04/06/2016, Item No.05

Respected Sir,

1. With reference to above minutes of meeting, we are submitting the proposal for the fee fixation for the Academic Year 2016-17 of the following institute as per the formats and norms prescribed by Shikshan Shulka Samiti for the year 2015-16.

   Name of the Institute: Guru Gobind Singh College Of Engineering & Research Centre, Nashik
   DTE Code: EN 5418

2. We are submitting herewith the Audited Accounts along with Auditor’s Report including therein further reporting points notified by your office on the website under the title “Matters to be included in the Auditor’s Report”

3. About Segment of Accounts
   Various courses under Engineering & Technology programmes are interdependent and therefore they are not absolutely independent due to requirement of faculty & laboratory needed from various other courses under Engineering & Technology.

   Also out of four years, First year is common to all the courses using faculty & laboratories from all the courses along with department Humanities & Basic Sciences which cannot be a part of any course/department. As well certain central facilities such as workshop, library, and computer centre etc … along with amenities are used by all which are not the facilities year marked as part of any particular course

   Therefore maintaining segmental account, coursewise separately is not practicable & hence not possible.
For Fixation of fees for which permission is sought in respect of Engineering & Technology programme of the trust/Society, as defined by AICTE. The Trust/Society got permission for running engineering and Technology programme for various courses under one single reporting entity complying faculty and infrastructural requirements. Accordingly our trust/Society is maintaining faculty and infrastructural requirements separately and also maintain documentation and accounts separately relating to the Engineering & Technology programme for which fees proposal is submitted. Thus looking to these peculiar aspects, Engineering & Technology Programme under which course/s are conducted are treated as one Segment for compilation and presentation of accounts and also for fixation of fees.

Therefore kindly consider our proposal for fixation of fees treating Engineering & Technology as a segment for fee approval.

4. Processing fee as detailed below (As per our Interpretation).

(a) Total proposed fee Rs 61474 and 1\textsuperscript{st} year sanctioned intake 300 X 0.1%

The proposed fee is Rs.61474/-, 1\textsuperscript{st} year Sanctioned Intake is 300

Then the processing fee will be 61474 x 300 x 0.1% = Rs.18443.

Note: we have calculated the processing fee as above taking into consideration the meaning as 0.1\% of one student fee x 1\textsuperscript{st} year sanctioned intake.

Note: If our interpretation as mentioned above is not as per FRA interpretation, in such situation we will make the additional payment against processing fee, if any.

Please find enclosed herewith Demand Draft No. 000492 of PMC Bank for amount Rs.18443/-drawn in favour of ‘Secretary, Fee Regulating Authority’ payable at Mumbai.

You are requested to kindly fix the fee for the Academic Year 2016-2017 at the earliest.

Thanking you in anticipation,

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Principal

GURU GOBIND SINGH COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
A RESEARCH CENTRE, NASHIK

Encls. As Above.